Modernise With OCI
Application Modernisation Roadmap

Develop an Actionable Application
Modernisation Roadmap

This rapid high-value discovery process
enables our customers to:

Version 1 has created an Application Modernisation
Roadmap assessment process that delivers a
personalised OCI modernisation strategy that is
relevant to your organisation’s unique business
model, IT estate and vision.

Derive maximum value from existing systems
Align modernisation efforts to business strategy
Modernise core business systems and legacy applications
to work in the way the business needs them to
Discover the ‘art of possible’ and gain clarity on the way
forward with a tailored roadmap that highlights quick wins,
opportunities for innovation, out-of-support and out-dated
applications primed for modernisation

Engage in Our Tried and Tested Process
1. Discover




Uncover pain points
Determine business goals
Engage core business users

2. Analyse





Analyse gathered data
Develop Business & IT reports
Identify possible solutions

3. Prototype



Design ‘Future State’ Prototype
 ecommend opportunities
R
for Innovation

4. Roadmap Report




Deliver final recommendations
Highlight quick wins
Note applications primed for
modernisation

We chose Version 1 as a partner for our Cloud Transformation journey because
we have a relationship of over 10 years with them. They are our development and
Oracle partner, and the skills and capabilities that they offer are second to none.
When you embark on a Cloud Transformation journey, the capabilities and skills
of your Cloud Transformation partner are critical to the success of the program.
Fiona Taaffe, CIO, DAE Capital

Nine out of 10 IT decision-makers claim legacy systems
are preventing them from harnessing the digital technologies
they need to grow and become more efficient. *ComputerWeekly

DON’T ADD TO

THE STATISTICS

Gain clarity on the way
forward and define a clear
path to benefits realisation

Engage in a tried and tested method for Application
Modernisation success using Version 1’s Application
Modernisation Roadmap Assessment. Work with our
experts to align objectives for the application, identify
modernisation opportunities and set the desired
endpoint for your modernisation journey.

Leverage Emerging Innovation to Improve Your Existing Applications
Serverless Functions

Autonomous Database

Blockchain

Container &
Registry Service

Integration Cloud

Java Cloud

API Gateway

Data Flow

CASB

Analytics Cloud

NoSQL

Exadata Cloud

Oracle Platinum Partner
Voted #1 Oracle Partner by our Customers
Largest Oracle Capability in UK and Ireland
20+ years of Oracle Expertise and Experience

Upgrading Oracle Financials itself is great but what makes this project
different is the Cloud element. Putting an Internal Control over Financial
Reporting system into the Cloud is a big deal. No one in the Great-West
Lifeco Inc. has done this before, and there is a good reason for that. It was
really, really difficult but you have proved it can be done and blazed a trail
for the rest to follow. In business terms, Version 1 have opened up the
possibility of us gaining real competitive advantage through technology..
- Ken Lynch, Head of Information Systems, Corporate Business

Request an Application
Modernisation Workshop

www.version1.com

